


16 years 3 months

50M

100M

Facebook: 4.5 years

ChatGPT: 3 monthsMobile phones: 16 years

Internet: 7 years 

Time to reach 100M users

Generative AI technology is here

Source: Microsoft Research



ChatGPT clears graduate level exams
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ChatGPT clears job interview
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What are 
Generative AI 

Models?

As a <…> how 
should I think 

about it?

Why is there so 
much excitement 

about it?

What are some 
key business 

considerations?

How is this a 
new era of AI

Frequently Asked Questions

Competitive 
Landscape?

Major adoption 
patterns of this 

technology?

How to get 
started ?

What are some 
common scenarios

What are the 
new skills?

What is in it for 
me?



AI is quite simply…

an attempt to make a 
computer, a robot, or other 
piece of technology ‘think’ and 
do some things like humans.



A brief history of AI

Generative AI

Deep Learning

Machine Learning

Artificial Intelligence
1950s

Artificial Intelligence
the field of computer science that seeks to create intelligent 

machines that can replicate or exceed human intelligence.

1959

Machine Learning
subset of AI that enables machines to learn from existing data and 

improve upon that data to make decisions or predictions.

2017

Deep Learning
a machine learning technique in which layers of neural networks are 

used to process data and make decisions.

2021

Generative AI
create new written, visual, and auditory content given prompts or

existing data.



Types of AI

General AI Specific AI

Traditional Rule-Based AI

Generative AI



What is the difference?

 Rules guide the output (if-then logic). 

 Not flexible. Performs only in ways it was 
prepared for the AI in training but cannot 
adapt well.

 Cannot create new things, only what it 
was programmed to do.

 Highly predictable and consistent.

Traditional Rule-Based AI Generative AI

 Large amounts of different kinds of data 
guide the output.

 Can be very flexible if enough training 
and data are provided. 

 Can be very creative and produce new 
things like art, music, images, etc.

 Not as predictable and consistent.



Examples

Traditional Rule-Based AI Generative AI

• SPAM email filter: Follows specific 

rules to decide if an email is SPAM 

and puts it in a SPAM folder (or 

deletes it).
• Follows very specific rules

• Cannot adapt on its own

• Is not being creative or generating 

something “new”

• Thermostat: When an environment 

gets too hot, it turns on the A/C; 

when it’s too hot, it turns on the heat. 
• Follows very specific rules

• Cannot adapt on its own

• Text summarization: Can process 

text and create a new, shorter, clear 

summary of the original text(s). 
• Responds flexibly based on extensive 

broad training

• Creating something new

• Natural disaster prediction: Uses 

many data sets to identify patterns 

and make predictions.
• Adapts to new information 

• Creating predictions and projections 

based on multiple data sets and 

criteria



Generative AI – “the next frontier in machine learning and AI”

Generative artificial intelligence (AI) describes machine learning algorithms that can be used to 

create new content, including audio, code, images, text, simulations, and videos

What is Generative AI? | McKinsey

Generative AI is a branch of computer science that involves unsupervised and semi-

supervised algorithms that enable computers to create new content using previous 

content, such as text, audio, video, images and code.

Generative AI: What does it mean in the Enterprise? | IDC Blog

These systems fall under the broad category of machine learning and are synonymously known as Large 

Language Models (LLMs), a class of foundation models.

Significant growth is expected for the generative AI market

By 2030, Grand View Research anticipates the global generative AI market will reach $109.37 billion at a CAGR of 34.6% from 

2022 to 2030.

Precedence Research predicts that the estimated $10.79 billion value of the global generative AI market in 2022 will grow to 

$118.06 by 2032, expanding at a CAGR of 27.02% from 2023-2032. 

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/mckinsey-explainers/what-is-generative-ai
https://blogs.idc.com/2022/12/21/generative-ai-what-does-it-mean-in-the-enterprise/
https://thebabar.medium.com/essential-guide-to-foundation-models-and-large-language-models-27dab58f7404
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/generative-ai-market-to-be-worth-109-37-billion-by-2030-grand-view-research-inc-301718827.html
ttps://www.precedenceresearch.com/generative-ai-market


GPTs (Generative Pre-training Transformers) 

Transformers were a generative AI breakthrough

This new class of AI models is more flexible, adaptable, and powerful than anything that has come 

before. They are based on neural networks used for figuring out the rules in one language and 

then mapping them to another. 

GPT models developed by OpenAI, generate new, original content based on a delivered 

prompt. A prompt can be anything from text and images to music and video.

Newer models combine more than one capability. Known as multimodal models, they can understand several types 
of content. This lets them convert one into the other or even transform them into something completely different 
(like video). 

Meta Make-a-Video

Microsoft X-Clip

Stable Diffusion Gen-1

Video

OpenAI Jukebox 

MuseNet, 

Google’s MusicLM

Music

OpenAI DALL·E X, Craiyon, 

Stable Diffusion, NVIDIA 

GauGAN X, Google Imagen

Image

Microsoft TTS, Google TTS, 

Speechify, Vocalware, 

NeuralReader

Speech Text

BERT, BART, GPT-X, T0, T5, 

mT5, Bloom, Megatron 

Turing-NLG



Microsoft Confidential

Foundation Models

Large Language Models (LLMs)



It’s a paradigm shift ! 

Microsoft Confidential 16

Alphabets & Numbers

Reading, Writing & Speaking

Language & Grammar

Literature, Math, Science

Analytical & Application

Foundational

Specialization

Journalist, Editor, Author, 

Engineer, Doctor, Scientist, 

Product Manager, etc.

Once we have foundational 

skills, we can apply it to gain 

any kind of specialization !

Image by macrovector on Freepik

a%20href=%22https:/www.freepik.com/free-vector/isometric-online-education-poster-with-people-climb-up-stairs-pile-books-graduation-cap-apple-top-stack-illustration_12986307.htm#query=isometric%20online%20learning%20template%20with%20people%20climp%20up%20stairs%20stack%20books&position=1&from_view=search&track=ais"


Pre-Training

Zero-Shot, Few-shots, 

fine-tune

Foundation Model

Data

Books

Documents

Chat

News

Internet

Tasks

Question & 

Answering

Sentiment 

Analysis

Named Entity 

Extraction

Classification

Summarization

Translation

Foundation Models
Models trained on broad data (generally using self-supervision at scale) that can be 
adapted to a wide range of downstream tasks.



Now, we only need to prompt the model…

Few-Shot

Zero-Shot

These techniques are especially useful when its hard to source data!



Infinite possibilities

Microsoft Confidential 21



AI in different Industries



AI Horizontal Applications



AI Horizontal Applications



AI will save between $290 billion 
and $390 billion annually for 
mineral raw producers

Why artificial intelligence is a game-changer 
for renewable energy

AI is 

accelerating 

the energy 

transition



AI will reinvent the energy and resources industry

Empower your
Workforce

Operate for the
Future

Accelerate to
Net zero

Unlock
Sustainable businesses

Build an inclusive and 

collaborative culture that 

attracts, engages, and 

retains employees who are 

empowered to do their 

best work

Increase operational 

profitability and productivity 

by securely connecting and 

maximizing existing assets

Achieve net-zero 

commitments through 

emissions reductions,

grid decarbonization,

and renewable energy 

optimization

Create new business models 

with ESG-first innovations 

that serve customers and 

stakeholders, expand your 

market position, and 

increase growth 

opportunities



Top use cases for generative AI in the

Power and Utilities Industry

Predictive analytics 

and maintenance

Workforce 

management & 

dispatch optimization

Energy forecasting Intelligent grid

Distributed energy 

resource orchestration
Unlocking clean fuels Customer support Cybersecurity



Use cases for

Renewables & Generation



Overview:

Use Cases

Use Case 1 Leveraging AI for Predictive Maintenance

Use Case 2 Streamlining Demand Response with AI

Use Case 3 Optimizing Energy Trading with AI

Use Case 4 AI Driven Customer Support

Use Case 5 Workforce Management & Dispatch Optimization

Use Case 6 Enhancing Cybersecurity with AI



Use Case 1: Leveraging AI for Predictive Maintenance

Description 

Continuously analyze the condition of connected assets, 

equipment and sensors, leveraging AI models that assess 

equipment status, operational characteristics and identify

the probability of failures. Ingest data such as, historical 

maintenance records, real-time IoT equipment data, sensor 

data, etc. Anticipate potential failures and optimize 

maintenance scheduling, reducing unexpected outages

Benefits

Reliability: Enhance system reliability by preventing unexpected

asset failures

Reduce Costs: Prolong equipment life through proactive 

maintenance schedules

Workforce and Culture: Maintenance can be planned efficiently 

around workforce schedules – Maximize uptime and fewer 

productivity lags

Safety: Prevent accidents and safety issues resulting from 

equipment failure

Example of ChatGPT Prompts

1. What is the recommended maintenance schedule for transformer X based on historical data and failure rates?

2. Identify the top 5 equipment units that need immediate maintenance.

3. Provide a maintenance priority list for substations in region Y.

4. Which assets have the highest likelihood of failure in the next 6 months?

5. What are the common factors contributing to transformer failures in region X?



Use Case 2: Streamlining Demand Response with AI

Description 

Analyze real-time energy consumption patterns, weather forecasts,

and grid conditions to accurately predict energy demand. Leveraging 

machine learning models, AI can identify patterns and predict peak 

demand periods, helping to strategize demand response initiatives

By integrating with systems controlling DERs and load shedding 

mechanisms, AI can automate the execution of demand response 

strategies, ensuring a balanced load during peak times

AI can also facilitate communication with customers involved in

voluntary demand response programs, sending notifications during

peak demand times to encourage energy conservation

Benefits

Grid Stability: Maintain balance and prevent outages during peak

demand periods, enhancing the reliability of power supply

Cost Savings: Minimize the risk of peaking generation which can be very 

expensive

Workforce and Culture: Allows engineers to focus on strategic operations 

while AI handles complex demand prediction

Safety: Prevent accidents and safety issues resulting from equipment failure

Example of ChatGPT Prompts

1. What demand response strategies should we implement during the upcoming heatwave to reduce peak demand?

2. Analyze consumption patterns and recommend energy-saving initiatives for our industrial customers

3. How can we effectively use our DERs to optimize demand response during peak hours?



Use Case 3: Optimizing Energy Trading with AI

Description 

Leverages machine learning models to analyze various factors 

that influence energy prices such as market data, weather 

forecasts, and real-time generation and consumption trends. 

These models help predict future energy prices, enabling 

utilities to strategize and decide when to buy or sell energy

for maximum cost-effectiveness. AI systems can also automate 

the trading process based on the predictions and defined 

strategies, enhancing efficiency and profitability

Benefits

Renewable Integration: Facilitate better integration and 

utilization of renewable energy sources

Financial Efficiency: Optimize energy trading strategies for cost 

savings and improved financial performance

Decision Making: Trading teams can rely on real-time data and 

accurate predictions to make informed decisions

Example of ChatGPT Prompts

1. What is the optimal time to buy or sell energy today?

2. Recommend hedging strategies to minimize price risk for our energy portfolio

3. How can we maximize profits from our renewable energy assets in the current market conditions?



Use Case 4: AI Driven Customer Support

Description 

AI can be utilized to automate customer support functions. 

Analyze customer queries to understand context and provide 

accurate, personalized responses. Advanced AI chatbots can 

handle a wide range of customer queries, from outages and 

billing to energy usage and conservation tips. Using natural 

language processing and large language models, AI can

deliver a human-like interaction experience, making the 

process more engaging for customers

Benefits

Improved Support: Round-the-cloud, instant, personalized 

customer service

Cost Savings: AI can handle routine queries, reducing the need 

for extensive human customer support teams

Workforce Development: Customer service teams can handle 

complex customer interactions, while AI handles routine tasks

Customer Satisfaction: Improved customer service leads to 

higher customer satisfaction and loyalty

Example of ChatGPT/Customer ChatBOT Prompts

1. How can I reduce my energy bill during the summer months?

2. What programs or incentives are available for residential customers to install solar panels?

3. Can you provide a detailed explanation of the charges on my latest energy bill?



Use Case 5: Workforce Management & Dispatch Optimization

Description 

Optimize workforce scheduling and dispatching by analyzing 

numerous factors like real-time grid conditions, employee skill 

sets, and historical dispatch data. Using predictive analytics,

AI can estimate future workforce requirements and plan 

accordingly, helping to balance workloads and minimize 

response times.

Benefits

Operational Efficiency: Better resource allocation and 

scheduling leading to more efficient operations.

Cost Savings: Reduce fuel costs and overtime expenses.

Reliability and Customer Satisfaction: Faster response times 

enhance overall service reliability and improved customer 

satisfaction

Example of ChatGPT Prompts

1. What is the most efficient route for our crews to restore power during the current outage event?

2. Prioritize work orders based on outage severity and location.

3. How can we optimize workforce allocation during storm season to ensure quick restoration?



Use Case 6: Enhancing Cybersecurity with AI

Description 

AI cybersecurity systems can continuously monitor network 

activity, recognize typical patterns, and detect anomalies or 

deviations that may indicate potential cyber threats. Using 

advanced machine learning models, AI can learn from previous 

cyber attacks to enhance detection capabilities and adapt to 

evolving threats

Benefits

Increased Security: AI-driven detection systems can identify

and respond to cyber threats in real-time

Security Awareness: Reinforces a culture of security awareness 

and best practices across the workforce

Safeguard Reliability: Secure operations contribute to overall 

system reliability

Example of ChatGPT Prompts

1. Identify any unusual patterns in our system data that may indicate potential security breaches.

2. Are there any signs of unauthorized access to our control systems in the past week?

3. Monitor and report any anomalies in the communication between our grid equipment and control centers



Renewables & Generation - I

Business Area Process Open AI Use Case Description

Engineering, 
Procurement & 
Construction

Engineering and Design Co-Pilot for Design
Search, summary and analysis of technical documentation, norms, regulation, permits, biodiversity 
impact,… Use of past Design and engineering information

Procurement & Supply 

Chain

Tendering Documentation 

Support

Search, summary and analysis of technical documentation for bids evaluation and RFP 
definition/generation 

Permits Management Permit Search
Analyze, summarize and consult documentation related to permits. Automatic generation of legal 
documentation and forms

Construction Planning
Co-Pilot for Project 

Management
Assistant to summarize docs, risk plan, sentiment, quality… and generate progress report

Asset Operations & 
Maintenance

Wind, Solar & Hydro 

Control Room
Co-Pilot for Control Room

Virtual assistance to access/search/summarize technical documentation, procedures and grid status. 
Support in communication/generating commands for field operations (work orders descriptions, 
technical instructions,…). Support in creating reports. Support in reacting to alarm in SCADA/BMS

Workforce Management
Co-Pilot for field 

engineers

Virtual assistance to access/search/summarize technical documentation, procedures and work 
orders, generation of work report and use of voice to access data/processes. It enables to consult 
info with voice, analyze and summarize documentation, capture and classify information and 
generate documentation

Asset Inspection Synthetic images Creating synthetic images of defects to train AI/ML visual inspection models



Renewables & Generation - II

Business Area Process Open AI Use Case Description

Trading & Energy 
Management

Sales and Origination

Co-Pilot for Bids
Analyze RFPs, identify requirements and search in technical, regulation and historian of proposal to 
generate responds. 

Co-Pilot for sellers
Support sales engagement, analyze documentation, create sales documentation and contacts, 
support in negotiation. Bot to respond to questions and status.

Energy Management

Co-Pilot for traders Assistant to search for documentation, ask trends, insights and market intel,…

Trading

Corporate 
Functions

HR CVs Analysis
Support in analyzing CVs (internal/external) for new positions and to assist in finding the best 

candidate unbiased

HR Employee Assistance
Virtual assistant to get access to employee relevant information (vacations, processes, payrolls,….) 

using natural language. 

Cybersecurity Security Analysis Analyze security threads, incidents and logs

SW Development Codex- GitHub CoPilot Generative AI for coding

Communication
Conversational search on 

public web-site

Conversional assistant to improve customers/retailers experience in accessing content and 

information in the public web (i.e: New Bing experience)





Enerjisa Üretim faced limitations in using traditional energy 

production and maintenance planning methods. Incorrect 

predictions in maintenance of a unit could halt an entire power 

plant, leading to financial loss and safety risks.

Enerjisa Üretim partnered with Senkron.Energy Digital Services 
to revamp their infrastructure with cloud-native applications. 
They effectively centralized their data in Azure Data Lake and 
introduced Senkron ROC, a state-of-the-art Remote Operation 
Center leveraging the Azure OpenAI, Azure IoT Hub, Digital 
Twin, and Machine Learning, enabling real-time monitoring 
and advanced analytics.

Enerjisa Üretim optimized operational efficiency and predictive 
maintenance. It transitioned nearly 90% of its workload to the 
cloud, and successfully manages remote operations through 
Senkron ROC. The result is reduced downtime and a more 
secure future in energy management.

Azure, Azure Data Lake, Azure Digital Twin, Azure IoT Hub, 
Azure Machine Learning, Azure OpenAI Service, 
Microsoft Sentinel, Microsoft 365 E5, Microsoft Defender for IoT, 
Microsoft HoloLens, Power Apps, Power Automate, Power BI

“If you were to predict average daily turbine production 

manually, you'd need a full team of experts, which would 

take a week to compile. With AI, we get an answer in 

seconds.”

—Ali İnal, Deputy GM, IT and Digital Business, Enerjisa Üretim

Customer: Enerjisa Üretim

Industry: Energy

Size: 1000 -9, 999 employees

Country: Turkiye

Publish date: 11/2023

Watch the full story here

Enerjisa Üretim revolutionizes energy 

management with Microsoft Azure and AI

Solution:

Impact:

Products:

Partner: Senkron.Energy 
Digital Services

Senkron.Energy creates 
inspiring energy technologies 
empowered by data and 
industry know-how for all 
who share the planet. 

Challenge:

https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/home?sq=&ff=&p=0


Ontario Power 

Generation 

(OPG) 

leverages the 

power of AI 

with ChatOPG

“Our team has been working closely with Microsoft and combined with their integrated suite of AI tools within Microsoft 365, 

will provide a step change in productivity and efficiency. This is a new age of innovation!”

– Jason Wight, CIO and SVP of IT Innovation

Business Impact

The company has teamed up with Microsoft to develop an 

AI-powered chatbot for employees called ChatOPG. The 

chatbot is designed to provide information, answer 

questions, and act as a personal assistant at work. 

Adopting AI technology has helped OPG drive operational 

efficiencies by improving productivity, safety, and 

performance among employees.

Challenge

OPG is working to equip employees with the tools they 

need to improve the efficiency and productivity of

their work.

Learn more

https://educationblog.microsoft.com/en-us/2023/06/collaborating-to-bring-ai-innovation-to-education
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/darryl-willis_microsoft-opg-innovation-activity-7045071278889717760-5ZLK/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop


Business ImpactChallenge

ENGIE brings

AI to renewable

energy 

platform, helps 

decarbonize 

energy 

production 

with Azure

“We looked at a range of providers before we moved to the cloud. But we chose Azure because of its Time Series Insights 

capability—it really swung the decision for us.”

– Head of Darwin Delivery

ENGIE implemented Microsoft Azure Time Series Insights, 

Azure IoT Edge, and Azure IoT Hub to equip ENGIE with 

data and AI-driven analytics to enable insight-driven 

decisions based on real-time, historical, and

AI-modeled data. 

Since its implementation, ENGIE has reduced unexpected 

plant operation disruptions, furthering their mission 

toward increased renewable energy production and 

reduced carbon emissions across the globe.

ENGIE needed to modernize its operational performance 

software, Darwin, to cost-effectively monitor and control 

their fast-growing renewable capacity while furthering 

decarbonization initiatives. 

Learn more

https://educationblog.microsoft.com/en-us/2023/06/collaborating-to-bring-ai-innovation-to-education
https://customers.microsoft.com/en-US/story/808631-engie-energy-azure-iot


UK wind power provider monitors puffin colonies with AI
Case study: SSE Renewables

Offshore wind provides consistent low-carbon energy but 

is known to have effects on wild bird populations. SSE 

Renewables, a global leader in offshore wind, completed a 

live trial off the coast of Scotland using remote cameras 

connected to an AI tool in the Microsoft cloud to 

automatically detect and count puffins at a local colony—

down to the individual bird. SSE Renewables can use this 

data to adapt operations to reduce negative impacts on 

local ecosystems, and meet regulatory requirements, as 

their production footprint expands. 

Eliminate manual monitoring

Save employee time needed to review 

video footage or travel to the field 

Share insights to drive decision making

Stakeholders can access real-time dashboards 

from anywhere

https://news.microsoft.com/en-gb/2021/09/23/microsoft-and-sse-form-partnership-to-drive-sustainability-in-the-energy-sector/


Business ImpactChallenge

E.ON inspects

power lines 

with drones 

and artificial 

intelligence 

based on 

Microsoft 

Azure

“We are responsible for ensuring that the lights go on in German households. Meeting this responsibility and maximizing our 

quality of service is our top priority. That’s why we rely on drones as well as modern cloud technology based on Azure to 

maintain our power grids.”

– Sam Julian, Head of Data Engineering & AI Solutions

To replace some of these manual processes, E.ON 

introduced virtual inspections with drone images and 

artificial intelligence. Together with the three 

distribution system operators, they developed their 

own virtual inspection solution - drones were used to 

take pictures, and artificial intelligence analyzed the 

images, sorted and evaluated them using key

Azure services.

E.ON inspects more than 700,000km of power lines 

throughout Germany. Much of this work is done 

manually and requires a huge amount of effort. They 

want to make this process more efficient and safer 

using digital solutions.

Learn more

https://educationblog.microsoft.com/en-us/2023/06/collaborating-to-bring-ai-innovation-to-education
https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/1567549472346870706-eon-esmartsystems-azure-en


With great power comes great responsibility! 





Microsoft’s Responsible AI principles

Fairness Reliability & Safety Privacy & Security Inclusiveness

Transparency

Accountability

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/responsible-ai


RISK

Risk Categories

Misuse: Use of API to generate content to influence, control, or harm others

Quality: Harm to individuals or businesses due to unintended outputs or overreliance

 
CLASS CLASS DESCRIPTION

Political Use API is used to conduct a persuasion campaign to 

promote a political position or candidate

Disinformation API is used to conduct a disinformation campaign

Spam, astroturfing API is used to conduct an astroturfing campaign to 

promote a product or push some other commercial 

interest

Hate, Harassment API is used to conduct a campaign of hate or 

harassment

Malware, 

Ransomware, 

Spyware

API is used to produce malware, ransomware or 

spyware

Sexually Explicit 

Content

API is used to produce sexually explicit content



Responsible AI Mitigations

Customer

Structure user interactions. 

Limit the length, structure, and 

source of inputs and outputs

Control user access

Transparency and overreliance 

mitigations in UI/UX

Documentation 

& Legal

Terms of use

Transparency Note

Design Guidelines

Process & Policy

Limited Access

Abuse reporting channel

Feedback channel

Incident Response

Technical

Content Filtering 

Asynchronous abuse 

detection

User-based throttling

User-based shutdown



AI from a career perspective



Future of jobs in the new era

54



Role landscape and emerging paths 

Examples of role evolution

Software Engineers: Increased focus on integrating and developing AI applications
Expand to include training, tuning, and maintaining quality of AI Models 

Program/Project managers: leveraging AI to automate, optimize and analyze
Expand to strategic decision-making around AI-driven initiatives and products

IT Professionals: managing AI infrastructure, ensuring data security
Expand to data governance and ensuring ethical use of AI technologies

Design and UX Professionals: using AI to create user-centric design
Expand to understanding user behavior through AI analytics

Data Scientists and Analysts: creating and maintaining AI models
Expand to interpreting complex AI-driven insights and formulating AI strategy

Business managers and strategists: AI-driven insights for decision-making and innovation

New skills on the block

• Writing effective prompts 

• Prompt engineering 

• Security in AI – Fraud detection Microsoft Confidential 55

Emerging roles

Prompt engineers

AI ethicists

AI educators

AI auditors 

AI trainers

Content creators/validators

• AI Ethics and Responsible AI

• Behavioral, Emotional intelligence 



Your data is not used to train the OpenAI 

foundation models without permission 

Your data is protected by the most 

comprehensive enterprise compliance and 

security controls

Microsoft Cloud

AI you can trust

Your data is your data

Read more about Microsoft’s commitment to responsible AI.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/responsible-ai


Thank you
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